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Abstract. The suitability of metal-wrap-through solar cells has been explored through a set of solar cells developed and 
optimized by Fraunhofer ISE for LCPV operation. Flexural strength testing and finite element modeling give evidence of 
the feasibility of MWT cells as a receiver for low concentration PV systems. MWT cells encapsulated as receivers withstand 
mechanical stresses equivalent to very large thermal loads (higher than those defined in the qualification standard) and 
show no fatigue effects after a number of bending loading cycles equivalent to their expected lifespan. Dark I-V curve 
screening and the comparison of electroluminescence images monitor cell damage. Large losses are found under non-
uniform concentrated light, which implies that a strong tradeoff still lies between acceptance angle and efficiency. A 
redesign of the MWT cell metal grid or via spacing might be required to reduce series resistance losses under realistic 
concentrated spot illumination profiles.  

INTRODUCTION 

The Abengoa-led Theseus project was aimed at the development of a low-concentration photovoltaic (LCPV) 
system able to be cost competitive with flat plate systems in areas with a high fraction of direct normal irradiance 
(DNI). While high concentration ratios enable the use of expensive high-efficiency III-V solar cells, LCPV systems 
stick to Si cells optimized for concentrated light. Conventional Si cell architectures are not suitable for concentrator 
optics for a number of reasons: high current densities produce large series resistance losses; large temperature cycles 
lead to structural or adhesion mechanical failures; concentrated UV light produces browning or whitening of typical 
transparent encapsulants… In order to reduce series resistance losses of concentrator cells, front metal grid should be 
thicker. However, widening or increasing the density of metal traces would increase losses due to the shading factor. 
To avoid this, several alternative contact schemes have been historicaly developed like buried [1] or back-contact 
solar cells [2].  Fraunhofer ISE developed a low-cost back-contact metal-wrap through (MWT) technology [3], which 
has already been explored for its use in LCPV receivers [4]. This work explores further the suitability of this type of 
cells taking into account the specifications defined for the Abengoa LCPV system: especially regarding the effects of 
non-uniform concentrated light on performance and their stability against mechanical stresses produced by thermal 
loading. 

Metal-Wrap-Through Solar Cells 

In the MWT cells developed at Fraunhofer ISE, an array of micro-holes is laser drilled and metallized via screen 
printing to make front emitter current accessible at the back of the cell. Because both cell contacts are located on the 
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rear side, advance contacting and interconnection schemes with a larger area coverage can be used since busbars no 
longer interfere with the light path. This potentially reduce series resistance losses and enable their use for concentrator 
photovoltaics. However, concerns arise regarding the mechanical stability of laser drilled silicon cells and the actual 
series resistance properties of the array of metal through micro-wires. Especially in face of LCPV conditions: uneven 
concentrated light, large current density, large temperature, thermal cycles, mechanical stresses and concentrated UV. 

 
         (a)             (b) 

FIGURE 1. MWT solar cell concept (a) and back of a 3 cm x 6 cm MWT concentrator cell from Fraunhofer ISE used for this 
project (b). Structured interconnector copper strips are soldered on every contact pad; shape is designed for reducing mechanical 

stress under thermal load [4]. 

Theseus LCPV Receiver 

Taking into account the specifications imposed by the type of LCPV system architecture and MWT cell 
performance, a receiver was designed for providing appropriate mechanical fixation, environmental protection, heat 
handling and electrical insulation to the array of MWT cells. A sketch of the composition of layers and a small 
prototype for rapid reliability testing are shown in FIGURE 2. 

            

FIGURE 2. Receiver architecture (left) and small-sized prototype for rapid testing purposes (right). 
 
Although the receiver is designed for providing robustness to the MWT cell array, its thick metal substrate is a 

fundamental source of stress itself for the cells. Under heating, the larger coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of 
the aluminum substrate compared to that of the Si cells, to which they are solidly attached, creates a differential 
elongation and hence a mechanical stress on the cell due to the CTE mismatch. These stresses are estimated in this 
study through finite-element modeling and their effects are simulated through mechanical bending for producing quick 
or accelerated reliability tests. 

  

FIGURE 3. The thermal expansion of a solar cell and the aluminum substrate under the thermal load produced by the 
concentrated light have very different magnitudes, which produces a strong mechanical stress (left).  
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RELIABILITY OF MWT CELLS UNDER EXTREME THERMAL LOADS 

Many design constraints for the LCPV receiver are related to the required reliability and robustness against the 
extreme thermal loads found under CPV operation, the extremely uneven light spot cast on the receiver and the 
exposure to UV, humidity, dust or mechanical impacts. Thus, many questions arise related to the usage of a novel type 
of solar cell without a solid track record within LCPV systems in the field. 

 
One concern is whether MWT cells can withstand thermal stresses produced by concentrated light spots, back and 

forth from cold nights or a cloud passage. Besides, the use of laser-drilled metal vias introduce local defects and micro-
cracks in the semiconductor crystal, so it must be investigated to which extent the mechanical strength is weakened 
or if new fatigue or damage accumulation effects appear (otherwise absent in the brittle silicon cells). The absence of 
fatigue should be demonstrated through the expected lifespan of the CPV receiver. Furthermore, power losses linked 
to non-homogeneous light distributions cast by concentrator optics on the receiver should be estimated. In the absence 
of validated distributed models, these power losses have to be directly measured using customized simulator-based 
setups.  

Finite Element Modeling of Maximum Stresses 

A 3D finite-element model (FEM) of the MWT cell receiver has been setup in ANSYS in order to estimate the 
magnitude and distribution of mechanical stresses during concentrator operation due to thermal loading (this, in turn, 
is produced by the mismatch in coefficient of thermal expansion between different receiver layers). FEM simulations 
considered a receiver of infinite length to take advantage of linear symmetry to reduce computation efforts. The ETP 
copper interconnectors were considered in the simulation, but vias drills where not because of the very large 
computational efforts involved. Some authors have proposed defining stress-concentration surfaces for adjusting the 
simulated gross stress with spatial distributions of stress correction factors around the drills and hence reducing 
computational efforts. When considering an extreme temperature cycle between -40 ºC to 120 ºC, a maximum stress 
of 170 MPa was found at the center of the solar cell. However, local stresses close to the vias may be much larger [5].  

It is necessary to know if this value is beyond the fracture stress for MWT cells. Making drills on a solar cell is 
known to make it weaker [6] and the wider the holes, the worse. According to these studies, the fracture stress for 
standard wafers can be expected to be in the range between 100 and 500 MPa, depending on drill size.  

Investigation of Mechanical Strength 

A cylindrical three-point bending test setup (ME-402 from Servosis) has been applied to investigate flexural 
strength of MWT solar cells as a probe of mechanical strength. The test included soldered interconnectors. The cell is 
placed free-standing (overhanging) on two cylindrical supports and the load is applied through one additional cylinder 
at the center of the opposite side. Thus, deformation is applied through a line load at the center and there is a linear 
variation of the bending moment from a maximum at the loading point to zero at the two supports. This maximum 
flexural stress at the center is coherent with the mechanical stress produced by thermal loading.  
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(a)      (b)         (c) 

FIGURE 4. Three-point bend test setup used to determine the strength of MWT cells and perform accelerated stress testing (a) 
and detail displaying the forces applied - red arrows - (b). The relationship between bending distance and the applied force (c) 

obtained for MWT cells with soldered tabs is shown to be linear. 
 
Six different cells were tested for flexural strength. All of them broke close to a 2 mm displacement. According to 

the displacement-load curve in FIGURE 4(c), this translates to a force of 3.1 N. We take into account the width and 
thickness of MWT cells and the dimensions of the test fixture to calculate bending stress from the force given by the 
load cell. The stress at the midpoint of a piece with a rectangular cross section subject to three-point bending is given 
by Eq. (1):  

 22
3)(
wt
FdMPaσ f   (1) 

 
where F is the load the midpoint in N, d is the distance between the two supporting cylinders, w is the solar cell width 
and t is the solar cell thickness, all of them in mm. Therefore, the flexural strength equivalent to the load of 3 N is 
260 MPa, well beyond the maximum thermal load simulated for extreme CPV operating conditions. This flexural 
strength (with a security margin) would allow establishing a safe stress threshold to be added as a design specification 
for the LCPV receiver. 

Assessment of Damage Due to Bending and Investigation of Fatigue Effects 

Since cycles can be produced with a frequency up to 0.5 Hz in the ME-402 setup, a very large number of cycles 
can be carried out in a single day (>40,000). Thus, this same setup was subsequently automated in order to apply 
displacement-controlled cyclic loads that replicate the magnitude of the mechanical stresses found in LCPV receivers 
throughout their whole lifetime operation. The fast cycle rate that can be thus achieved was used as a highly accelerated 
reliability test. According to the displacement-load curve in FIGURE 4(c), a displacement of 1.2 mm would produce 
a force of 1.8 N and hence a bending stress of the same magnitude as the thermal cycle considered in FEM simulations, 
i.e. close to 170 MPa.  

Potential degradation after each series of cycles was assessed using electroluminescence and dark I-V curve 
screening. The increase of shunt current was considered a probe of solar cell damage (especially due to micro-cracks 
propagation) and it was screened at a bias of 0.3 V. Every solar cell underwent some damage after the first bending 
cycles (with an initial 1 mm bending displacement), but no cell showed a macroscopic breakage (i.e. no change in 
rigidity, no new dark lines in electroluminescence…). Then, shunt current kept stable until more than 10,000 cycles 
were carried out (with the 1.2 mm bending displacement), equivalent to the expected lifespan of the LCPV system. 
Thus, no fatigue or damage accumulation effects were found.  

  Load cell 

Solar cell 

Flexure fixture 

Upper cylinder 

Flexure fixture 
Solar cell 
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(a)        (b) 

FIGURE 5. Dark-IV curves taken after each cycling series for one of the cells in the study (a); increase of shunt current after 
each cycle at 0.3 V versus the initial conditions for each cell in the study (b), given as a function of “cycled distance”, i.e. number 

of cycles times double the amplitude of each cycle. 
 

 

FIGURE 6. Electroluminiscence (EL) images before and after flexural strength testing.  EL images reveal that cracks are 
propagated at the surroundings of the laser-drilled vias and at local defects (produced at the soldering stage) 

PERFORMANCE UNDER NON-UNIFORM LIGHT 

MWT cell performance under uniform concentrated light has been already published; it shows the efficiency to 
increase with concentration up to 10X for an optimized design [4]. However, these measurements were taken under 
uniform light, which is not representative of the concentrated light spot cast by parabolic troughs. This type of 
concentrators create a very non-homogeneous light distribution on the receiver. Therefore we need to explore the 
effect of increasing non-uniformity of concentrated light on MWT cell-receiver performance. For this purpose, we 
apply a particular level of concentrator light power over different areas of illumination. A multi-flash solar simulator 
with adjustable concentrated light intensity was used for the purpose [7]. The fraction of cell area illuminated was 
simply adjusted using hard-paper shading masks. If concentration level X is defined as the ratio between cell’s ISC to 
the ISC at the reference irradiance of 1000 W/m2, two concentration levels were used in the measurements: 5X and 
15X. Non-uniformity U is defined as the ratio of the total cell area to the illuminated fraction. Thus, 5 levels were 
used: from U = 1 (uniform) to U = 5 (highly non-uniform); the opacity of the masks used imply that a top-hat 
distribution of light is used. U is similar to the peak-to-average ratio. A power loss of 6% is found for U = 2 at 15X, 
which implies that a redesign of MWT cell metal grid and vias or the widening of the illuminated area (for example 
through a secondary homogenizing optic) might be required to reduce series resistance losses under realistic 
concentrated spot illumination profiles (where just a fraction of the cell width is illuminated). However, the reduction 
of the illuminated area is beneficial for the acceptance angle of the LCPV system, so a strong tradeoff exists between 
acceptance angle and efficiency. 
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(a)        (b) 

FIGURE 7. Shading masks for the measurement of the receiver under non-uniform light (a) and the power losses measured for 
the LCPV receiver as a function of non-uniformity U with respect to uniform illumination conditions (b).  

CONCLUSIONS 

The experiments carried out provide evidence of the feasibility of using MWT cells as a receiver for low 
concentration PV systems. MWT cells encapsulated as receivers withstand mechanical stresses equivalent to very 
large thermal loads (higher than those defined in the qualification standard) and show no fatigue effects after a number 
of bending loading cycles equivalent to their expected lifespan. Dark I-V curve screening and the comparison of 
electroluminescence images were used for monitoring damage to stress cycles. 

The large losses found under non-uniform light implies a strong tradeoff between acceptance angle and efficiency. 
A redesign of MWT cell metal grid or via spacing might be required to reduce series resistance losses under realistic 
concentrated spot illumination profiles.  
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